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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：High-Quality New China 3D Marble Mosaics Uenven Stone Wall Tiles

Short Description: This is our new product of marble

mosaic patterns and it combines four kinds of natural

marble chips to make an uneven-style

three-dimensional tile. Marble and mosaic offer a

special look to your interior improvement.

Model No.: WPM428

Pattern: 3D Uneven

Color: White & Grey & Black

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

3D marble mosaic tile focuses on creating a three-dimensional effect and is more commonly

used for indoor and outdoor wall decoration. Exquisite small particle mosaics usually use

small particle mosaics, without seams, with rigorous structure and rich patterns. This product

adopts an uneven dimensional style which we called it uneven 3D Stone Mosaic, and with

marble chips, we use Crystal White Marble, Black Marquina Marble, Bianco White Marble,
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and Gray Bardiglio Marble to make each piece of tile. On the other hand, we will make other

marble chips with different colors by your program requirement.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: High-Quality New China 3D Marble Mosaics Uenven Stone Wall Tiles

Model No.: WPM428

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: Mixed colors

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Crystal White Marble, Black Marquina Marble, Bianco White Marble, Gray Bardiglio

Marble

Thickness: 10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM428

Style: Uneven 3-dimensional

Product name: New Marble Product Uneven 3D Stone Wall Tiles For Wall And

Floor

Model No.: WPM031

Style: Diamond 3-dimensional

Product name: Natural Stone Mosaic Big Diamond Mosaic Tile Backsplash

Product Application

These uneven 3D stone wall tiles are mainly used for floors, walls, and various flat decorations. Each tile

is tightly combined and arranged, so the gaps between the particles will be controlled to the greatest

extent. This mosaic stone pattern can be widely used in the bathroom, shower, kitchen, living room, and

other areas in both residential and commercial renovations and remodeling. Such as marble mosaic tile

floor, stone mosaic backsplash, marble mosaic tile bathroom, stone tiles for kitchen wall, and so on.



Although each particle of natural marble is different, our workers have carefully selected and designed

each piece to make the whole layout look harmonious.

FAQ

Q: When do your company was established?

A: Our company is established in 2018.

Q: What is your order procudure?

A: 1. Check the order details.

2. Production

3. Arrange shipping.

4. Deliver to port or your door.

Q: What is the average lead time?

A: The average lead time is 25 days, we can produce faster for normal mosaic patterns, and the fastest

days we deliver is 7 working days for those stocks of marble mosaic products.

Q: What are your featured products?

A: 3d stone mosaic, waterjet marble, arabesque marble, marble and brass mosaic tile, marble glass

mosaic tile, green marble mosaic, blue marble mosaic, pink marble mosaic.


